A simple model for representing the hierarchical structure of information is proposed. This model, called the grammatical model, is based on trees that are generated by grammars; the grammars describe the hierarchy of the information represented by the trees. Two transformation languages, an algebra and a calculus, are presented and shown to be equally expressive.
Introduction
Until the mid-eighties a lot of attention was paid to the relational database model (see e.g. [19, 20, 24] ). We were intrigued by its simplicity,,both to model and manipulate data. Recently, however, we became aware of its drawbacks when trying to model non-traditional data applications, such as CAD-CAM, office automation, text-oriented and multimedia databases. Therefore, several alternatives have been proposed.
Semantic data models, such as ER [6] , FDM [22] , SDM [13] , Format [14] and IF0 [2] provide a rich set of design tools for representing complex interrelationships of data not present in the relational model, such as aggregation, generalization and set constructs. Logic based models, such as Datslog [24] , LDM [18] and LDL [4] zero in on the limited expressiveness of data manipulation languages of the relational model, i.e. they generalize the relational calculus to express recursively specified queries. Finally, relational extensions of the standard relational model, such as RT/M [7] and the nested model [9, 15, 23] , try to strike a balance between generalizing the data modeling and the data manipulation parts of the relational model. All these models share the property that they recognize the most fundamental characteristic of data to be its hierarchical structure. On the other hand, however, it is not quite clear whether they can effectively model all data applications which exhibit an hierarchical nature. A good example are textbases [ll] , which in addition to having an hierarchical structure, are constructed out of rules that follow a grammatical structure. Grammatical structures are also implicitly present in e.g. Verso [1, 5] , a variation of the nested relational model, where at some level, data are structured as regular expressions.
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[lo] to model data. In this paper, we present the grammatical model as a unifying skeleton to describe the hierarchy in an information base as well as the structure of texts. This model has been presented informally in [ll] . It represents the hierarchical structure of information az a tree which can be generated by a grammar. In this way, the information about two employees (one manager and one worker) will be represented by the tree:
This tree is generated by a grammar with productions:
Pl : (Emps) + (Emp)(Emps) P2 : (Bmp) + (Nume)(SaI)( Type) Notice that production Pl specifies information as a set. Production P2 specifies an employee as the aggregation of his/her name, salary and type. P3 and P4 define the type of an employee as either manager or worker, which is an example of generalization. Hence the grammatical model allows for the three basic constructs of most data models in a uniform way [8, 21] . Finally notice production P7. The grammatical model allows, in a convenient way, for additional syntactic features, e.g. the terminal symbol "9 indicates that the salary is expressed in dollar amounts.
There are two obvious ways to express queries by transforming the trees. A first method consists in defining operators that locally transform the trees and the grammars. A second way consists in describing this transformation in a less procedural way, indicating the relationship between the given trees and the result trees. For reasons that are evident these methods are called the algebra and the calculus, respectively. They are shown to be equivalent. Before describing these two query languages, however, we first give the basic definitions of the grammatical model.
The Grammatical Model
Throughout this paper, we assume the reader is familiar with the basic terminology concerning trees (e.g.
[3]) and formal languages (e.g. [lo]). As announced above, we represent an information base as a tree the structure of which is controlled by a formal grammar. We borrow the terms "scheme" and "instance" from the relational model and use the former to indicate the grammar and the latter to indicate the tree.
Definition 2.1
An information base scheme is a formal grammar fI = (V, T, S, P) with V a fi t ni e set of attributes, T a finite set of constants, S a set of azioms, S c V, and P a finite set of productions of the form A * s where A E V, s E (VU)+,
and each attribute appears at most once in 9.
I Actual data will be represented in a tree the internal nodes of which are labeled by attributes. Note that we do not require the leaves to be labeled by constants; if a leaf is labeled by an attribute, this simply means there are no data known for that attribute.
Definition 2.2
Let g = (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme. A data-tree (D-tree) over &J is a non-empty tree the nodes of which are labeled with elements of V U T in such a way that each internal node is labeled by an attribute. I
If D is a D-tree over some scheme F, then rt(D) will denote its root. If n is a node of D, then prt(n) will denote its parent (if existent), chd(n) the sequence of all its children, and chtr(n) the sequence of the subtrees of D the roots of which are the children of n. Finally, lbl(n) will denote the label of n and chd(n) the sequence of the labels of all children of n.
A D-tree over an information base scheme which is also a derivation tree over that grammar, will be called an information base instance.
Definition 2.3
Let g = (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme. A D-tree D over 47 is called an information base instance over 0 if lbl(rt(D)) E S and for each internal node n there ecists a production Ibl(n) + chd(n) in P. 1
Example 2.1
Consider the information base scheme 0 = (V, T, S, P) representing the structure on information base concerning families with their children. Note that this information base scheme also includes an "implementation" of strings. In the sequel, however, we will not bother with this low-level representation, and omit the corresponding productions, since this is not our main concern. With this in mind, the following D-tree rep resents an information base instance over 8:
. Part of an information base instance is shown below: &efss In the grammatical model, the emphasis is obviously on the structure of a D-tree and its contents, rather than the actual nodes of which it consists. Therefore we define two D-trees D1 and Dz over some scheme B to be isomorphic, denoted D1 Y D2, if there exists a mapping between the nodes of D1 and D2 which is one to one and onto, preserving both labels and the tree-structure. I
3. An algebra on information bases
In this section we propose an algebraic language for the manipulation of grammatically defined information bases, not only allowing to formulate queries but also to apply more general transformations. Each operator is defined both on scheme and on instance level. In the sequel, we implicitly assume that only one information base instance D over some scheme B = (v, T, S, P) is considered at a time.
First, we define three types of substitutions, which do not alter the structure of an information base instance, but only change (attribute) labels. -V'=Vu(B}; -ifAES, thenS'=SU{B}, elseS'=S; -Let P" = (P -{A + s}) U (B -+ s}. Then: P' = P" u {C + slBsz ( C + slAsz E P"}. Finally, the equality substitution Ce[E + BE, E + BE, B, D] applied to the last result yields the information base scheme 0"' = (V', T, S', P"') with NL[A -+ s~s~s~,s~Bs~](D) is obtained by inserting for each such node n a node n' fOT which lbl(n') = B, prt(n') = n and chd(n') is the subinterval of chd(n) corresponding to ~2. w -V'=V-{A}; -S' = S -{A); -LetP'={B+sIB+sEP,B#Aand A does not occur in s}.
Then P" = P' u {B + s1s2 ( B + slAs2 E P and B # A). We also need two operators that copy information from one place in an information base to another.
Definition 3.5
Let G = (V,T,S,P) b e an information base scheme and let D be an information base instance over G. Let A ---* slBs2, B + $3 E P. Let C E V and suppose that Finally, we introduce a permutation. Basically, a permutation rearranges the children derived by some production A + s. Then the permutation II[B -+ bBc,abB] yields the information base scheme g' = (V,T, S, P') with P = {A + aB, B -+ abB} and the information base instance D' represented by the tree above to the right. I The eight operators presented above define the grammatical algebra. Many other conceivable operators can be expressed in terms of these eight. By "expressed" we mean there is a sequence of instanceindependent algebra operations that returns the same result at the instance level. In general, it is unavoidable that the scheme returned by the algebra sequence defines a larger language than the scheme returned by the original operator.
As an example, we consider the node merging, an operator often needed in practical applications. The node merging Np[A -+ slBs2, B -+ $31 is obtained by pruning out each attribute B in a string slBs2 which is derived from A and from which $3 is derived. In this way, ~1~3~2 will be derived from A instead. Clearly We invite the reader to check our claim on a concrete instance. I We now return to the bibliographical Example 2.2 to illustrate how the grammatical algebra can be used to solve queries or to perform transformations on a more realistic information base. Example 3.5 Reconsider the information base of Example 2.2. Suppose we want to extract only the information on journal titles (between double quotes) with the name of the journal and the volume. In this section, we present a more logic-oriented transformation language, inspired by the relational calculus. An expression in the grammatical calculus we propose, consists of a set of conditions and a transformation clause, both build from some variables. Informally, applying a calculus expression to an information base means performing the required transformations for each "occurrence" of the variables satisfying the set of conditions. Since the variables in a calculus expression represent so-called rootless data trees, we first explain this notion. Let G = (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme. LetRr = (Or,... , Dm) and R2 = (%+I,.
. . , Da) be R-he8 oveT B such that top(Rr) and top (Rs) have no attribute8 in common. Then the concatenation RrR2 is the R-tree defined by RrRs = (D I,...,&).
Le2 R be an R-tree over B and Zet n be an aTbitraTy node. If either R is empty OT lbl(n) i8 an attribute, then the completion nR is a D-tree, defined by rt(nR) = n and chtr(nR) = R. I
As mentioned, variables in a calculus expression represent rootless subtrees of the information base instance under consideration. From these variables, terms are build using concatenation and completion, representing in turn R-trees. The set of conditions in a calculus expression is a set of declarations of variables by terms, possibly augmented with some equations between variables. The substitution clause also consists of a variable and a term, by which the variable has to substituted. Of course, the variables in the substitution clause have to occur in the set of conditions. Before formalizing the syntax of a grammatical calculus expression, we clarify the concept by an example.
Example 4.1
Reconsider the information base of Example 2.2 and the query of Example 3.5, described in the grammatical algebra. This query can also be solved by the following grammatical calculus expression: 
I
We now formally define the syntax of the grammatical calculus. Throughout this exposition, we assume that V = (pi ) i = 1,2,3,. . .} is an infinitely enumerable set of variabZe8.
Definition 4.5 LetG = (V,T,S,P) b e an information base scheme. l A basic term over B has one of the following three types: -type 1: a (aET); -type 2: pi (Pi E V); -type 3: (Api) (A E V, pi E V).
l A term oveT B is a jkite sequence of basic terms over B that contains at most one basic term of type 2 and in which each variable and each attribute appears at most once. The empty term is denoted E. The set of all vam'abZe8 occurring in a term t is denoted var(t).
I Definition 4.6
Let C? = (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme. Let B = (V, T, S, P) be an infor-mation base acheme. LetD = {pi := t 1 i E I}, I a set of indices, be a finite set of declaTations oveT cj in which no vaTiabZe appears in the Tight-hand side of moTe than one equation. Let var(2)) denote the set of all variables occurring in D.
Consider the associated directed graph g(D) with set of nodes v=(V) and set of edges (pj 4 pk I j E I A pk E var($)}. ?) i8 called hierarchical if p(D) is a tree, and, furthermore, ihe TOOT pToot has a declaration of the form ploot := (Apl) for 8ome A E V and pl E VI Note that, by definition, a hierarchical set of declarations has at most one declaration for each variable.
In order to ensure the definition of an expression to be semantically meaningful, we need to define an order on the variables in a hierarchical set of declarations:
Definition 4.8 Let G = (V, T, S, P) be an infoTmaiion base scheme and let D be a hieTarchica1 set of declarations over 8. Let P(D) be the associated tree. Let pi and pj be two node8 in this tree. pj is said to be lo the left (right) of pi if pi precedes (follows) pi in the post-order (pTeorder). I
Clearly, the descendants of a node in G(ZJ) can be characterized as the only nodes that are both to the left and to the right of that node. Obviously, this is a hierarchical set of declarations with associated tree:
The nodes to the left of ps are marked with "0"; the nodes to the right of ps are marked with "l-J". I
We can now define an expression: 
1
We invite the reader to check that the expression (without equations) in Example 4.1 satisfies Definition 4.9.
Before formally defining the semantics of a grammatical calculus expression, we show how the grammatical algebra operators can be expressed in the calculus. Since, as observed earlier in this paper, it is unrealistic to compare information base operations at the scheme level, we shall not elaborate on how calculus expressions work on information base schemes. It is nevertheless possible to apply calculus expressions to the schemes as well [12] .
We now formally define the semantics of a grammatical calculus expression at the instance level. Though conceptually simple, the formalism itself is rather involved. This stems mainly from the fact that when rearranging subtrees in applying a calculus expression, one must be able to describe how this rearrangement is "propagated" downwards into these subtrees.
Evaluating a calculus expression on an information base instance is done in two stages: 1. First, the variables in an expression are "valuated" as rootless subtrees of the considered information base instance, satisfying the declarations and equations in that expression; 2. Then, the D-tree representing the information base instance is transformed according to these valuation and the transformation rule in the left-hand side of the expression. The first stage is described in Definition 4.10; the second one in Definition 4.11. As said before, it is our intention to define the result. of a calculus expression by performing a transformation on the information base instance under consideration for each valuation of its hierarchical set of declarations and set of equations. This strategy works, because of:
Let B = (V, T, S, P) be an information base scheme, let D be a hierarchical set of equations over 8, let E be a set of equations over B and let D be a information base instance over $2. Let pi be an arbitrary variable in 2) and let R be a rootless subkee of D. There exists at most one valuation f of 2) and E in D such that
is an interval of R.
I
We now define a transformation of an information base by an expression: -If 'Ilk = a for some a E T, then Rk is a onenode Tootless tree labeled a, -if uk = pl fOv some pr E v, then Rk E g(f (Pz)), -if uk = (Apr) for some A E V and pr E V, then Rk E nR' with lbl(n) = A and R' Z g( f (pl)); The grammatical algebra and grammatical calculus are equivalent with regard to expressive power.
The equivalence between grammatical algebra and calculus obviously gives some "naturalness" to both languages, although some language independent criterion should still be looked for.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper a simple model for representing the hierarchical structure in information is proposed. Two equivalent methods for querying in this data model are given. The expressive power of these languages, however, is not yet clear. In particular, it is not known how they are related to querying facilities in other data models, that can be simulated by the grammatical model. Furthermore we are looking for a welladapted interface that is integrated in a more general environment.
It is remarkable that there seems to be no fundamental distinction between updates and querying in this model. Other aspects such as transforming several given trees into one result tree, constraint checking and implementation strategies are under investigation.
Though it can be considered as an extension of the relational model, the grammatical model, being hierarchical in nature, is of course not suited for all database applications.
In particular, the notion of "shared component" is difficult to express in a tree. It is therefore interesting to look as well for a characterization of the semantic expressiveness of the grammatical model. On the other hand, one could also look for "network-like" extensions of this model, using the theory of graph-grammars (e.g. [16] ).
